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Driver Booster 2 from IObit scans your PC for drivers. Once it identifies them, it updates them for you automatically.Driver Booster 2 is a free driver updater that lets users backup drivers, fix common device problems and restore the system. With Driver Booster 2 downloaded, it’s faster to install and update drivers than if you were doing it manually. You can
also set up the app so that it warns you before automatically rebooting when necessary. This software program is game-centric. Features like Game Boost and System Optimize ensure that gamers have their devices functioning at peak system performance. There are some flaws that are worth noting about this program. It will send warnings about any risks
posed by out-of-date drivers. There can, however, be excessive and unnecessarily alarming at times. Download times are also slow at moments. An additional concern with this software program is safety. The program has a reputation for installing malware. While this Driver Booster is legitimate and secure, you need to pay attention during set-up to ensure
that there are no unwanted installations on your PC. Where can you run this program? This program runs on Windows 7,8,8.1,10, Vista and XP. Is there a better alternative? Yes. Driver Reviver is a superior alternative with a massive driver database of over 10 million files. It is available in a variety of languages.Driver Booster 2 is a helpful program for lessexperienced users who want to update their system drivers easily. That said, there is a better free alternative that offers a faster and smoother performance. Should you download it?No. There are more effective options for managing your drivers.HighsGame-centricAutomatic rebootsLowsSlow to download the drivers sometimesToo many warningsPotential
junkware Logger Pro is a useful Windows utility tool for data analysis, collection, and monitoring. With this program, you can easily gauge readings, collate data, and work with graphical representations to conduct experiments. Developed by Vernier Software & Technology, the leading education program supports multiple scientific equipment and sensors for
professional and academic usage. The program primarily focuses on chemistry professionals but can be useful for people from similar backgrounds. There’s only a single subscription plan, which comes with a 30-day demo period.Logger Pro is a high-end graphing software program, which has been developed for data monitoring, analysis, and collection.
The tool is compatible with different sensors and connects your Windows PC to process collected information. At the same time, you can use it to measure the results.The powerful data collection app supports more than 80 Vernier sensors for accurate real-time analysis and graphing. It can also collect data from a range of sources, including LabPro,
LabQuest 2, LabQuest 3, etc. When compared to Prezi Desktop, Stata, and Power BI Desktop, it lets you perform different kinds of statistical analysis.What features are there?For easy setup, the application comes with some basic features, such as auto-ID sensors, manual data entry, functionality to export and import findings, multiple data collection modes,
etc. Additionally, Logger Pro has advanced features, which let you capture the screen for visual records. This helps you gather data, which you can analyze frame-by-frame. You can also draw predictions on the graphical representations.The data analysis software features GPS support and Ocean Optics Spectrometer. This means it lets users get extensive
modelling and graphical data, which is compatible with numerous modes, sensors, and other elements.A major advantage of using Logger Pro is the user-friendliness aspect. The program comes with 12 built-in demos and tutorials, making it easier for students to get a hang of the product. It also includes more than 1,000 experiment files supported by a
comprehensive library of lab books.With the solid analytics tool, students can conveniently export their lab reports to MS Excel or Word and write them manually to develop experiment files. If required, the data is shareable to handheld devices. However, you’ll have to use a Windows desktop or laptop to work with the shared data.Are there any subscriptions
or charges?Logger Pro has been designed for educational purposes. However, the versatility of the program makes it an excellent choice for teaching students in the field of chemistry. Unfortunately, it’s not meant for commercial, medical, or industrial application.The data monitoring software doesn’t come with a professional license. But the development
team has been quite generous with the site license and lets an entire college or school department to use the program. As such, a single version of the app is useable on multiple PCs simultaneously.Both teachers and students can use the program on their personal computers via online user accounts. Also, you can install it from a CD or a simple download
button.The graphing software requires a one-time payment and comes with a 30-day trial. This lets you test features, functionalities, and other aspects of the program. The only drawback of this data collection tool is the outdated interface. It looks bland and doesn’t offer much in terms of intuitiveness or interactivity.Overall, Logger Pro is one of the most
powerful apps for data analysis and collection. It’s a must-have for educators and students in the field of chemistry. Despite the unappealing interface, the software offers all the features you’d want in an analytics tool. Since the one-time license fee covers unlimited devices and user accounts, there’s no restrictions or limits on usage.Logger Pro comes with
the most advanced, useful, and efficient methods of analyzing, collecting, and monitoring data. With this program, you can effectively monitor experiments, test results, and share them through graphical representations. While you can also share the collected data in the form of a video, the lack of filters can be a deterrent.Should you download it?Logger Pro’s
technology uses a powerful algorithm, which lets you solve the most complex mathematical problems. The program ensures you’re able to work for better results with or without sufficient data. It’s one of the most lucrative ways to diversify your approach towards running an experiment. Nitro Pro allows power users to do more with PDF files than just simply
read them. The application allows you to read, edit and sign PDF documents. You can also convert PDF documents to other file formats with Nitro Pro. Similar applications include PDF Architect and PDF Creator.Nitro Pro is about making it easier to work with PDF documents. PDF has been the format of choice for sending business documents for a long
time, and Nitro PDF makes it easier to work with PDF documents thanks to a host of productivity-boosting features, such as electronic document signing and in-app file format conversion.Create better PDF documentsNitro Pro is not just for reading PDFs; you can also use the application to create stunning and secure PDF documents. Nitro Pro allows users
to create fillable forms that can be completed by recipients and also enables users to convert documents to PDF without losing the original formatting and/or data.Nitro Pro is a powerful application that has the ability to enable better digital document flow. It is also capable of boosting productivity by reducing time spent on electronically signing documents and
enabling better distribution of documents via email. The app also improves digital security by adding user traceability to documents so that administrators can follow any document's digital path.Should you download it?Nitro pro is a good document handling solution, and if you are a PDF power user, you should definitely consider downloading the application.
The app is especially good at converting PDF documents to other formats without compromising the formatting of the document. All in all, Nitro Pro is a very useful application.HighsExcellent document conversion results.Allow for in-app document signing.Great for novices and advanced users.Designed to easily and directly interface with other
programs.LowsTrial version offers very limited functionality.Application is more suited to business users due to license costs. If you’re looking for a side trip to earn extra cash on your off days, then Uber Driver is the perfect app for you! This app allows you to pursue your passion for driving while getting paid for it. It’s one of the most popular ride-hailing apps
with its own separate app for its drivers, so you can still be in control all the way! So what are you waiting for? Uber Driver app allows you to drive your own resources to your well-deserved success!A total of 3.9 million drivers are currently working for this ride-hailing app. Although the app is good enough to start with, its developers are still constantly working
on the app’s improvements and upgrades to accommodate the rapidly growing count of their drivers. You’re the bossThere are numerous reasons for you to start driving for Uber today. The application process is easy and hassle-free. However, applicants will undergo a strict background check in order to not compromise the app’s passengers’ safety. Uber
will require you to pass necessary documents to prove that your trustworthy and independent from crimes, after adhering to their protocols /you’re good to go. This ride-sharing app allows its drivers to work on their own time, so you’ll never need to ask for a rain check again. Routes aren’t also fixed by the app so it’s all up to you to your best interest which
trips you’ll take or pass on.Work smarterThe app will send you reports regarding the expected driver count in your area 24 hours prior, so you can stay guided every day. The app maintains a monitoring system that will inform you about your daily earnings. It will also allow you to reflect on your history throughout a day of busy hustling. These app features will
help you strategize for the best business plan and set of schedules which will benefit you the most. Your Uber experience doesn’t stop by your everyday journey since the company behind the app assures its drivers’ careers are supplemented with well-deserved growth. With their Professional Enrichment Programs, you can take various proficiency courses
including language development courses to pack your resume and broaden your career path.Need a ride?Aspiring drivers who don’t have a car yet shouldn’t be discouraged to start their driving career. The app offers a selection of ways for you to get equipped. You can opt for car rentals, join a fleet, lease, and get discounts.Where can you run this program?
Make your well-deserved (extra) profit with your driving career by downloading Uber Driver on your Android and iOS mobile devices.Is there a better alternative? There are various similar apps that you can also check out. One of the most popular counterparts of Uber Driver is Lyft. It is a ride-hailing app that shares the forefront with Uber. This app operates
within the US and Canada. Although, drivers from other parts of the world can’t drive for Lyft’s patrons as of the moment.Uber Driver lets people living in countries including (but not limited to) India, Australia, and Suadi to earn more money with their own rules. It is one of the most accessible ride apps in the world.Should you download it? Yes. The new
version of the app works fine, but you can also check out its old version if the latest version doesn’t fit in with your tastes.HighsLets users earn a good amount of money compared to other appsDriver portal allows drivers to keep track of their businessClean interfaceWorks in over 700 cities worldwideLowsUnresponsive customer supportLong background
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